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"I felt like time was taunting me: 'Behind again? You'll never get it all done.' I worked harder
and longer hours, sacrificing my limited personal time to stay ahead of the game. Still, it wasn't
sufficient. My work just kept expanding, demanding more of me. I could never seem to call it a
day. In my entire career, I'd never faced a sales problem of this magnitude." Sound familiar? If
so, you're probably an overwhelmed seller. Your clients expect more, with faster turnarounds.
Your quota keeps going up. You need to leverage social media, keep up-to-date on your
industry, figure out how to sell new products and services, and learn all the latest technologies.
The demands are never-ending. You could work nonstop around the clock and still not get it all
done. It's a huge problem faced by experienced sales pros, busy entrepreneurs, and sales
rookies. If you don't stay on top of your time, it's tough to make your numbers, let alone blow
them away. Konrath, a globally recognized sales consultant and speaker, knew she needed
help, but found that advice aimed at typical workers didn't work for her—or for others who
needed to sell for a living. Salespeople need their own productivity guidelines adapted to the
fast-paced, always-on sales world. So Konrath experimented relentlessly to discover the best
time-savers and sales hacks in order to deliver the first productivity guide specifically for sales
success. In More Sales, Less Time, Konrath blends cutting-edge behavioral research with her
own deep knowledge of sales to teach you how to succeed in this age of distraction. You'll
discover how to: • Reclaim a minimum of one hour per day by eliminating major time sucks
and changing the way you tackle e-mail and social media. • Free up time to focus on activities
that have the highest impact on your sales results, such as preparing, researching,
strategizing, and connecting with customers. • Optimize your sales processes to eliminate
redundancies and wasted time. • Transform your mind-set to effortlessly incorporate new,
more productive habits; leverage your best brainpower; and stay at the top of your sales game.
Konrath helps you develop strategies specifically tailored to your life in sales, using your
strengths to cut through the feeling of being overwhelmed. All salespeople have the same
number of hours in a day; it's up to you to rescue your time to sell smarter.
Struggling to get your foot in the door of big companies? Setting up meetings with corporate
decision makers has never been harder. It's almost impossible to get them to pick up the
phone. They never return your calls. And if you do happen to catch them, they blow you off
right away. It's time to stop making endless cold calls or waiting for the phone to ring. In today's
crazy marketplace, new sales strategies are needed to penetrate these big accounts. Selling to
Big Companies helps you crack into corporate accounts, shrink your sales cycle and close
more business.
"Using Technology to Sell is filled with practical, effective techniques to sell more by leveraging
the plethora of tools and information in today’s world. By applying these principles, you'll open
more doors, increase your productivity, speed up decisions, and close more deals." --Jill
Konrath, author of SNAP Selling and Selling to Big Companies Using Technology to Sell:
Tactics to Ratchet Up Results shows salespeople and sales managers the most effective ways
to leverage a variety of technologies to increase sales and gain more customers. Topics
include making the most of cloud-based customer relationship management software, putting
social media to the best use, presenting on three continents simultaneously through advanced
video conferencing, using advanced techniques to gain an information edge over competitors,
and much more. As this book shows, while the sales process will remain pretty much the same
from now until the end of time, technology used properly can increase sales power at every
step of the cycle. Technology, in the right hands, is a strategic weapon and a competitive
differentiation tool that can dramatically improve close rates, deal size, efficiency, total sales,
and much more. Using Technology to Sell will show you how to: Expand your market through
the use of technology. Employ software-as-a-service (SaaS) applications to keep track of
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customers, stay organized, present, and sell more systematically. Use social media to increase
sales. Maintain the personal element in a world wired with technology. Use the best sales
methodology and integrate each step with technology. Overcome any aversion to using
technology to sell. Avoid the trap of overuse or dependency on technology.
From the creator of the popular website Ask a Manager and New York’s work-advice
columnist comes a witty, practical guide to 200 difficult professional conversations—featuring allnew advice! There’s a reason Alison Green has been called “the Dear Abby of the work
world.” Ten years as a workplace-advice columnist have taught her that people avoid awkward
conversations in the office because they simply don’t know what to say. Thankfully, Green
does—and in this incredibly helpful book, she tackles the tough discussions you may need to
have during your career. You’ll learn what to say when • coworkers push their work on
you—then take credit for it • you accidentally trash-talk someone in an email then hit “reply all”
• you’re being micromanaged—or not being managed at all • you catch a colleague in a lie •
your boss seems unhappy with your work • your cubemate’s loud speakerphone is making
you homicidal • you got drunk at the holiday party Praise for Ask a Manager “A must-read for
anyone who works . . . [Alison Green’s] advice boils down to the idea that you should be
professional (even when others are not) and that communicating in a straightforward manner
with candor and kindness will get you far, no matter where you work.”—Booklist (starred review)
“The author’s friendly, warm, no-nonsense writing is a pleasure to read, and her advice can
be widely applied to relationships in all areas of readers’ lives. Ideal for anyone new to the job
market or new to management, or anyone hoping to improve their work experience.”—Library
Journal (starred review) “I am a huge fan of Alison Green’s Ask a Manager column. This book
is even better. It teaches us how to deal with many of the most vexing big and little problems in
our workplaces—and to do so with grace, confidence, and a sense of humor.”—Robert Sutton,
Stanford professor and author of The No Asshole Rule and The Asshole Survival Guide “Ask a
Manager is the ultimate playbook for navigating the traditional workforce in a diplomatic but
firm way.”—Erin Lowry, author of Broke Millennial: Stop Scraping By and Get Your Financial
Life Together
Redefine the expectations for women in leadership roles with this #1 New York Times
bestselling volume of inspiring advice by the former communications director for Barack
Obama and Hillary Clinton. Framed as an empowering letter from former Hillary Clinton
Communications Director Jennifer Palmieri to the first woman president, and by extension, to
all women working to succeed in any field, Dear Madam President is filled with forwardthinking, practical advice for all women who are determined to seize control of their lives-from
boardroom to living room. As a country, we haven't wrapped our heads around what it should
look like for a woman to be in the job of President. Our only models are men. While wildly
disappointed by the outcome of the 2016 election, Palmieri argues that our feelings-confusion,
love, hate, acceptance-can now open the country up to reimagining women in leadership roles.
And that is what Palmieri takes on in this book-redefining expectations for women looking to
lead and creating a blueprint for women candidates and leaders to follow. Dear Madam
President will turn the results of the 2016 election into something incredibly empowering for
graduates, future female leaders, and independent thinkers everywhere.
There are approximately 35 million business to business sales reps in the country selling
everything from books and computers to furniture and flooring. They know as well as anyone
that selling to other businesses is not the same as selling to consumers. Businesses have
different budgets, needs, demands, and expectations from those of general consumers. That
means an entirely different skill set is required of business to business sales reps. How to Say
It: Business to Business Selling is the only book of its kind that caters exclusively to business
to business sales professionals. Its short chapters provide tips and strategies tailored
especially for the unique business to business selling process. You'll learn how to: Motivate
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Yourself to Sell Craft an Elevator Pitch Find Hot Sales Leads Make a Cold Call Use Voicemail
to Sell Give a Sales Presentation Write a Sales Proposal Give a Product Demo Negotiate the
Best Deal Close a Sale Create a Powerful Sales Process Sell to Top Executives Build Sales
Partnerships Get a Customer Referral Accelerate Your Sales Cycle With How to Say It:
Business to Business Selling you can sell business to business like a seasoned pro.
Ask the questions-and get the sale. As a salesperson your product knowledge is extensive, but
that's not enough. If you fail to ask the right questions-the ones that uncover a customer's real
needs-you will never close the deal. Questions that Sell reveals advanced questioning
techniques that will help you sell your products or services based on value to the customer,
rather than price-and increase your success rate as a result. Packed with powerful examples,
exercises, and hundreds of sample questions for a wide range of buyer interactions, the
revised and updated second edition now includes new material on how to: Use questions to
qualify prospects (without insulting them) * Discover hidden customer needs and motivations *
Raise delicate questions * Overcome stalls * Reinvigorate a stale relationship * Soothe anxious
buyers * Accelerate the decision process * Upsell and cross-sell so you no longer leave money
on the table * Prospect for new business * Pose intriguing questions to position yourself as a
thought-leader on social media * Turn social media contacts into active sales leads * Identify
dead-end opportunities * Secure referrals * And more Success is yours for the asking. Smart
questioning will get you there.
Today's global marketplace brings success to individuals and companies able to collaborate
and operate in cross-functional teams. The author shows how to liberate oneself from the
status quo of discipline-driven mindsets and develop the ability to simultaneously translate
technical as well as non-technical information to colleagues and customers.

How can you take your skills and expertise and package and present it to become a
successful consultant? There are proven time-tested principles, strategies, tactics and
best-practices the most successful consultants use to start, run and grow their
consulting business. Consulting Success teaches you what they are. In this book you'll
learn: - How to position yourself as a leading expert and authority in your marketplace Effective marketing and branding materials that get the attention of your ideal clients Strategies to increase your fees and earn more with every project - The proposal
template that has generated millions of dollars in consulting engagements - How to
develop a pipeline of business and attract ideal clients - Productivity secrets for
consultants including how to get more done in one week than most people do in a
month - And much, much more
"If I can save one woman from these thighs, I will not have lived in vain," #1 New York
Times bestselling humorist Jill Conner Browne writes in American Thighs, her
handbook and memoir for the Hot and Flashy. Whether young enough to look "hot" or
of the age to only feel that way (in flashes with buckets of sweat), every woman has
given, or will give, ample thought to preserving her best "assets" (thighs included), so
that the dread transition from "cute girl" to "ma'am" won't be quite so unsettling. Here
are stories of growing up and learning about life -- usually the hard way! From
disastrous haircuts and color jobs to fashion or verbal faux pas committed, from the kiss
wished for but never gotten to the one that should have been skipped, these are the
moments that mark each of our journeys from what we thought back then to what we
now know. Since to say that Youth is wasted on the Young has got to be the
understatement of all time, it falls upon Browne, as one older and wiser, to take a "Hit
and Run" down Memory Lane for the sake of offering "Asset-Preserving Tips," with
astonishing disclosures about: Why women have risked their lives just to get a little bit
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blonder How the muumuu has been fashionably resurrected as the "patio dress" Why
it's important to always have a good photo of yourself on hand -- just in case How, no
matter what skin you're in, to make it last a lifetime Why you can never trust anyone
over eighty-five
Selling to Big CompaniesKaplan Trade
Being an agile seller virtually guarantees a prosperous career. When salespeople are
promoted, switch jobs, or face new business conditions, they need to learn lots of new
information and skills quickly. It's a daunting task, compounded by the fact that they're
under intense pressure to deliver immediate results. What Jill Konrath calls agile selling
is the ability to quickly learn all this new info and then leverage it for maximum impact.
Having an agile mindset, one that keeps you going through challenging times, is the
crucial starting point. You also need a rapid-learning plan that helps you establish
situational credibility with your targeted or existing customers in just thirty days. In Agile
Selling, you'll discover numerous strategies to help you become an overnight sales
expert, slashing your path to proficiency. Jill Konrath's fresh sales strategies,
provocative insights, and practical advice help sellers win business with today's crazybusy prospects.
Are you making it difficult for your potential customers to buy from you? Today’s buyers
are overloaded – overwhelmed by too much information and suffering from decision
fatigue. Across industries, customers are delaying purchasing decisions or even
choosing to stick with the status quo so they can avoid the dreaded “sales process.” In
response, many sales professionals are overcompensating with behaviors that are
either too accommodating or that create high pressure – and alienating potential buyers
in the process. How can you reconcile your need to meet sales targets with the
customer’s desire for a heartfelt, authentic sales approach? Author Shari Levitin,
creator of the Third-Level Selling system, offers a dynamic framework for effective
selling in the Digital Age. Unlike other sales books that focus on abstract tips or
techniques, Heart and Sell offers a science based real-world approach that will help you
dramatically increase your sales—regardless of your level or industry. Discover the 7
Key Motivators that influence every decision your customer will make. Learn to align
your sales process with how people buy—instead of fighting against it. Harness the
power of the Linking Formula to create true urgency. Master the 10 Universal Truths so
you can beat your sales quota without losing your soul. Understand the 6 Core
Objections and how you can neutralize them. In a market where the right approach is
key, Heart and Sell shows you how to blend the new science of selling with the heart of
human connection to reach more prospects and consistently close more deals.
What's the secret to sales success? If you're like most business leaders, you'd say it's
fundamentally about relationships-and you'd be wrong. The best salespeople don't just
build relationships with customers. They challenge them. The need to understand what
top-performing reps are doing that their average performing colleagues are not drove
Matthew Dixon, Brent Adamson, and their colleagues at Corporate Executive Board to
investigate the skills, behaviors, knowledge, and attitudes that matter most for high
performance. And what they discovered may be the biggest shock to conventional
sales wisdom in decades. Based on an exhaustive study of thousands of sales reps
across multiple industries and geographies, The Challenger Sale argues that classic
relationship building is a losing approach, especially when it comes to selling complex,
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large-scale business-to-business solutions. The authors' study found that every sales
rep in the world falls into one of five distinct profiles, and while all of these types of reps
can deliver average sales performance, only one-the Challenger- delivers consistently
high performance. Instead of bludgeoning customers with endless facts and features
about their company and products, Challengers approach customers with unique
insights about how they can save or make money. They tailor their sales message to
the customer's specific needs and objectives. Rather than acquiescing to the
customer's every demand or objection, they are assertive, pushing back when
necessary and taking control of the sale. The things that make Challengers unique are
replicable and teachable to the average sales rep. Once you understand how to identify
the Challengers in your organization, you can model their approach and embed it
throughout your sales force. The authors explain how almost any average-performing
rep, once equipped with the right tools, can successfully reframe customers'
expectations and deliver a distinctive purchase experience that drives higher levels of
customer loyalty and, ultimately, greater growth.
Four years ago, the bestselling authors of The Challenger Sale overturned decades of
conventional wisdom with a bold new approach to sales. Now their latest research
reveals something even more surprising: Being a Challenger seller isn't enough. Your
success or failure also depends on who you challenge. Picture your ideal customer:
friendly, eager to meet, ready to coach you through the sale and champion your
products and services across the organization. It turns out that's the last person you
need. Most marketing and sales teams go after low-hanging fruit: buyers who are eager
and have clearly articulated needs. That's simply human nature; it's much easier to
build a relationship with someone who always makes time for you, engages with your
content, and listens attentively. But according to brand-new CEB research--based on
data from thousands of B2B marketers, sellers, and buyers around the world--the
highest-performing teams focus their time on potential customers who are far more
skeptical, far less interested in meeting, and ultimately agnostic as to who wins the
deal. How could this be? The authors of The Challenger Customer reveal that highperforming B2B teams grasp something that their average-performing peers don't: Now
that big, complex deals increasingly require consensus among a wide range of players
across the organization, the limiting factor is rarely the salesperson's inability to get an
individual stakeholder to agree to a solution. More often it's that the stakeholders inside
the company can't even agree with one another about what the problem is. It turns out
only a very specific type of customer stakeholder has the credibility, persuasive skill,
and will to effectively challenge his or her colleagues to pursue anything more
ambitious than the status quo. These customers get deals to the finish line far more
often than friendlier stakeholders who seem so receptive at first. In other words,
Challenger sellers do best when they target Challenger customers. The Challenger
Customer unveils research-based tools that will help you distinguish the "Talkers" from
the "Mobilizers" in any organization. It also provides a blueprint for finding them,
engaging them with disruptive insight, and equipping them to effectively challenge their
own organization.
Presents a marketing program that shows readers how to locate, land, and keep new
clients
With budgets more stringent than ever, important purchasing decisions have moved up the
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ladder to the C-suite. And when it comes to selling to those at the highest level, author Michael
Nick has a revelation for you: ROI is no longer the key metric for making purchasing decisions.
In The Key to the C-Suite, he reveals the ten tangible metrics C-level executives do look for,
and teaches readers to apply those metrics to build a case for their products and services that
will unlock the door to greater sales. You’ll learn how to: uncover key financial information on a
prospect; determine a corporation’s financial stability; clearly define the value of the product or
service you are selling; calculate the value impact of your offerings in financial metrics; and
showcase how your sales packages fit into metrics such as return on asset, return on equity,
operating costs, net profit, and earnings. These days, it is crucial for sales professionals to be
able to communicate the positive effect their products or services will have on a company’s
financial statements. The Key to the C-Suite explains how to showcase bottom-live value using
individually trackable and measurable metrics that will win over companies’ top decision
makers.
Selling is tougher than ever before. Potential customers are under extreme pressure to do
more with less money, less time, and fewer resources, and they're wary of anyone who tries to
get them to buy or change anything. Under such extreme conditions, yesterday's sales
strategies no longer work. No matter how great your offering, you face the daunting task of
making yourself appear credible, relevant, and valuable. Now, internationally recognized sales
strategist Jill Konrath shows how to overcome these obstacles to get more appointments,
speed up decisions, and win sales with these short-fused, frazzled customers. Drawing on her
years of selling experience, as well as the stories of other successful sellers, she offers four
SNAP Rules: -Keep it Simple: When you make things easy and clear for your customers, they'll
change from the status quo. -Be iNvaluable: You have to stand out by being the person your
customers can't live without. -Always Align: To be relevant, make sure you're in synch with
your customers' objectives, issues, and needs. -Raise Priorities: To maintain momentum, keep
the most important decisions at the forefront of their mind. SNAP Selling is an easy-to-read,
easy-to-use guide for any seller in today's increasingly frenzied environment.
"Includes Online Resource Center"--Cover.
We’re all struggling to find time in our lives, but somehow there’s never enough to go around.
We’re too tired to think, too wired to focus, less efficient than we want to be, and guilty about
not getting enough time with our loved ones. We all know that we feel starved for time, but
what are we actually doing about it? Precious little. In The Art of Stopping Time, New York
Times bestselling author Pedram Shojai guides us towards success with what he calls Time
Prosperity—having the time to accomplish what you want in life without feeling compressed,
stressed, overburdened, or hurried. So how do we achieve this Time Prosperity? We learn to
Stop Time. To do that, Shojai walks us though a 100-day Gong, which is based on the Chinese
practice of designating an amount of time each day to perform a specific task. The ritual helps
you become mindful, train your mind, instill new habits, and fundamentally transform your
relationship with time. We can find moments of mental awareness while in the shower, eating a
snack, listening to podcasts, and even while binge-watching our favorite TV shows. He shares
how to use Gongs to reprogram your habits, reduce stress, increase energy, exercise the
ancient practice of mindfulness, and become a master of your time. Whether you do one per
day, a bunch at a time, or read the whole book in one sitting, practicing the Gongs is a
dedicated act of self-love that snaps us out of our daily trance and brings the light of
awareness to our consciousness. The more we practice, the more we wake up, and the better
off we are.
Sales genius is a team sport. As a B2B sales leader, you know that by Murphy’s Law, despite
your team's best efforts, some deals will inevitably get stuck or key relationships will go sour.
And too often, it's the most important ones—the last thing you need when millions of dollars are
on the line. "Dealstorming" is Tim Sanders’s term for a structured, scalable, repeatable
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process that can break through any sales deadlock. He calls it “a Swiss Army knife for today’s
toughest sales challenges.” It fixes the broken parts of the brainstorming process and
reinvigorates account management for today's increasingly complicated sales environment.
Dealstorming drives sales innovation by combining the wisdom and creativity of everyone who
has a stake in the sale. You may think you are applying teamwork to your challenges, but don't
be so sure. There's a good chance you're operating inside a sales silo, not building a truly
collaborative team across your whole company. The more disciplines you bring into the
process, the more unlikely (but effective!) solutions the team can come up with. Sanders
explains his seven-step Dealstorming process and shows how it has helped drive results for
companies as diverse as Yahoo!, CareerBuilder, Regus, and Condé Nast. You'll learn how to
get the right team on board for a new dealstorm, relative to the size of the sales opportunity
and its degree of difficulty. The key is adding people from non-sales areas of your company,
making them collaborators early in the process. That will help them own the execution and
delivery after the deal is done. The book includes real world examples from major companies
like Oracle and Skillsoft, along with problem finding exercises, innovation templates, and
implementation strategies you can apply to your unique situation. It's based on Sanders' many
years as a sales executive and consultant, personally leading dozens of sales collaboration
projects. It also features the results of interviews with nearly two hundred B2B sales leaders at
companies such as LinkedIn, Altera and Novell. The strategies laid out in Dealstorming have
led to a stunning 70% average closing ratio for teams across all major industries, leading to
game-changing deals and long-term B2B relationships. Now you can learn how to make
dealstorming work for you.
Using the ancient Inuit whale hunt as a metaphor for big sales, Whale Hunting gives you a
clear nine-phase model for successfully finding, landing, and harvesting whale-sized sales
accounts—the kind of sales that transform your business. Here, you’ll learn how to turn the
dangerous endeavor of selling to large companies and big contracts into a strategy for
continued success and growth. Stop wasting time with little accounts and start landing monster
accounts.
What do winners of major sales do differently than the sellerswho almost won, but ultimately
came in second place? Mike Schultz and John Doerr, bestselling authors andworld-renowned
sales experts, set out to find the answer. Theystudied more than 700 business-to-business
purchases made by buyerswho represented a total of $3.1 billion in annual purchasing
power.When they compared the winners to the second-place finishers, theyfound surprising
results. Not only do sales winners sell differently, they sellradically differently, than the secondplace finishers. In recent years, buyers have increasingly seen products andservices as
replaceable. You might think this would meanthat the sale goes to the lowest bidder. Not true!
A new breed ofseller—the insight seller—is winning the sale withstrong prices and margins even
in the face of increasingcompetition and commoditization. In Insight Selling, Schultz and Doerr
share thesurprising results of their research on what sales winners dodifferently, and outline
exactly what you need to do to transformyourself and your team into insight sellers. They
introduce asimple three-level model based on what buyers say tip the scales infavor of the
winners: Level 1 "Connect." Winners connect the dots betweencustomer needs and company
solutions, while also connecting withbuyers as people. Level 2 "Convince." Winners convince
buyers that they canachieve maximum return, that the risks are acceptable, and that theseller
is the best choice among all options. Level 3 "Collaborate." Winners collaborate with buyers
bybringing new ideas to the table, delivering new ideas and insights,and working with buyers
as a team. They also found that much of the popular and current advicegiven to sellers can
damage sales results. Insight Sellingis both a strategic and tactical guide that will separate the
goodadvice from the bad, and teach you how to put the three levels ofselling to work to inspire
buyers, influence their agendas, andmaximize value. If you want to find yourself and your team
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in thewinner's circle more often, this book is a must-read.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “From The New Yorker’s beloved cultural critic comes a
bold, unflinching collection of essays about self-deception, examining everything from
scammer culture to reality television.”—Esquire Book Club Pick for Now Read This, from PBS
NewsHour and The New York Times • “A whip-smart, challenging book.”—Zadie Smith • “Jia
Tolentino could be the Joan Didion of our time.”—Vulture FINALIST FOR THE NATIONAL
BOOK CRITICS CIRCLE’S JOHN LEONARD PRIZE FOR BEST FIRST BOOK • NAMED
ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY
AND HARVARD CRIMSON AND ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The New
York Times Book Review • Time • Chicago Tribune • The Washington Post • NPR • Variety •
Esquire • Vox • Elle • Glamour • GQ • Good Housekeeping • The Paris Review • Paste •
Town & Country • BookPage • Kirkus Reviews • BookRiot • Shelf Awareness Jia Tolentino is
a peerless voice of her generation, tackling the conflicts, contradictions, and sea changes that
define us and our time. Now, in this dazzling collection of nine entirely original essays, written
with a rare combination of give and sharpness, wit and fearlessness, she delves into the forces
that warp our vision, demonstrating an unparalleled stylistic potency and critical dexterity. Trick
Mirror is an enlightening, unforgettable trip through the river of self-delusion that surges just
beneath the surface of our lives. This is a book about the incentives that shape us, and about
how hard it is to see ourselves clearly through a culture that revolves around the self. In each
essay, Tolentino writes about a cultural prism: the rise of the nightmare social internet; the
advent of scamming as the definitive millennial ethos; the literary heroine’s journey from brave
to blank to bitter; the punitive dream of optimization, which insists that everything, including our
bodies, should become more efficient and beautiful until we die. Gleaming with Tolentino’s
sense of humor and capacity to elucidate the impossibly complex in an instant, and marked by
her desire to treat the reader with profound honesty, Trick Mirror is an instant classic of the
worst decade yet. FINALIST FOR THE PEN/DIAMONSTEIN-SPIELVOGEL AWARD FOR THE
ART OF THE ESSAY

You won't want to miss the new story from New York Times and #1 international
bestselling queen of romantic women's fiction Jill Mansell, featuring: Poignant, laughout-loud fiction that makes you smile A feel good story about second chances Starcrossed lovers The importance of finding your way home Didi Laing met her first love,
Shay Mason, on a magical winter visit to Venice. They were rapturously happy together
and Shay came to work at Didi's parents' hotel in the Cotswolds. Then one shocking
event changed everything, and Shay disappeared. For thirteen years, no one expects
to hear from him again. Then one day out of the blue, Shay returns to fulfill his father's
dying wish. Moving into the best suite in Didi's hotel sets off a chain of events that
affects the whole town. Everyone has their own stories and secrets, more intertwined
than anyone could have guessed... Praise for Jill Mansell: "Uplifting, heart-warming and
supremely feel-good."—SOPHIE KINSELLA, #1 New York Times bestselling author, for
It Started with a Secret "Laugh-out-loud entertainment."—Fresh Fiction for Kiss "A frothy,
escapist romp."—Booklist for Fast Friends
Former executive editor of The New York Times and one of our most eminent
journalists Jill Abramson provides a “valuable and insightful” (The Boston Globe) report
on the disruption of the news media over the last decade, as shown via two legacy (The
New York Times and The Washington Post) and two upstart (BuzzFeed and VICE)
companies as they plow through a revolution that pits old vs. new media. “A marvelous
book” (The New York Times Book Review), Merchants of Truth is the groundbreaking
and gripping story of the precarious state of the news business. The new digital reality
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nearly kills two venerable newspapers with an aging readership while creating two
media behemoths with a ballooning and fickle audience of millennials. “Abramson
provides this deeply reported insider account of an industry fighting for survival. With a
keen eye for detail and a willingness to interrogate her own profession, Abramson takes
readers into the newsrooms and boardrooms of the legacy newspapers and the digital
upstarts that seek to challenge their dominance” (Vanity Fair). We get to know the
defenders of the legacy presses as well as the outsized characters who are creating the
new speed-driven media competitors. The players include Jeff Bezos and Marty Baron
(The Washington Post), Arthur Sulzberger and Dean Baquet (The New York Times),
Jonah Peretti (BuzzFeed), and Shane Smith (VICE) as well as their reporters and
anxious readers. Merchants of Truth raises crucial questions that concern the wellbeing of our society. We are facing a crisis in trust that threatens the free press. “One
of the best takes yet on journalism’s changing fortunes” (Publishers Weekly, starred
review), Abramson’s book points us to the future.
Praise for Mastering the Complex Sale "Jeff Thull's process plays a key role in helping
companies and their customers cross the chasm with disruptive innovations and
succeed with game-changing initiatives." —Geoffrey A. Moore, author of Crossing the
Chasm and Dealing with Darwin "This is the first book that lays out a solid method for
selling cross-company, cross-border, even cross-culturally where you have multiple
decision makers with multiple agendas. This is far more than a 'selling process'—it is a
survival guide—a truly outstanding approach to bringing all the pieces of the puzzle
together." —Ed Daniels, EVP, Shell Global Solutions Downstream, President,
CRI/Criterion, Inc. "Mastering the Complex Sale brilliantly sets up value from the
customer's perspective. A must-read for all those who are managing multinational
business teams in a complex and highly competitive environment." —Samik Mukherjee,
Vice President, Onshore Business, Technip "Customers need to know the value they
will receive and how they will receive it. Thull's insights into the complex sale and how
to clarify and quantify this value are remarkable—Mastering the Complex Sale will be
required reading for years to come!" —Lee Tschanz, Vice President, North American
Sales, Rockwell Automation "Jeff Thull is winning the war against commoditization. In
his world, value trumps price and commoditization isn't a given, it's a choice. This is a
proven alternative to the price-driven sale. We've spoken to his clients. This stuff really
works, folks." —Dave Stein, CEO and Founder, ES Research Group, Inc. "Our business
depends on delivering breakthrough thinking to our executive clients. Jeff Thull has
significantly redefined sales and marketing strategies that clearly connect to our global
audience. Read it, act on it, and take your results to exceptional levels." —Sven
Kroneberg, President, Seminarium Internacional "Jeff's main thesis—that professional
customer guidance is the key to success—rings true in every global market today.
Mastering the Complex Sale is the essential read for any organization looking to
transform their business for long-term, value-driven growth." —Jon T. Lindekugel,
President, 3M Health Information Systems, Inc. "Jeff Thull has re-engineered the
conventional sales process to create predictable and profitable growth in today's
competitive marketplace. It's no longer about selling; it's about guiding quality decisions
and creating collaborative value. This is one of those rare books that will make a
difference." —Carol Pudnos, Executive director, Healthcare Industry, Dow Corning
Corporation
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Introduces steps for capturing and using customer success stories to grow a business
or cause, with insight from such organizations such as Sage Software, SAP, Toyota,
Kronos, Amdocs, and Make-A-Wish Foundation.
Ben & Jerry's. Stonyfield Farm. The Body Shop. Tom's of Maine. All leaders in the
socially responsible business movement—and all eventually sold to mega-corporations.
Do values-driven businesses have to choose between staying small, selling off, or
selling out? Jill Bamburg says no. Based on intensive interviews with more than thirty
growth-oriented, mission-driven entrepreneurs—including American Apparel, Give
Something Back, Wild Planet Toys, Organic Valley Family of Farms, and Village Real
Estate—her book explodes the myths of scale from both ends of the spectrum. She
debunks both the limiting “small is beautiful” approach as well as the “you have to sell
out to grow” mandate. Focusing on the unique challenges that socially conscious
companies face, Getting to Scale addresses the issues that affect all businesses:
Production and personnel Access to capital and markets Changes in organizational
structure Ownership and control Corporate culture Filled with practical and tested
advice, Getting to Scale provides a blueprint for socially responsible entrepreneurs in
any industry who want to benefit larger groups of customers, have a greater positive
impact on their communities, and maintain their independence by scaling up their
enterprises.
The Challenge Built to Last, the defining management study of the nineties, showed
how great companies triumph over time and how long-term sustained performance can
be engineered into the DNA of an enterprise from the verybeginning. But what about
the company that is not born with great DNA? How can good companies, mediocre
companies, even bad companies achieve enduring greatness? The Study For years,
this question preyed on the mind of Jim Collins. Are there companies that defy gravity
and convert long-term mediocrity or worse into long-term superiority? And if so, what
are the universal distinguishing characteristics that cause a company to go from good
to great? The Standards Using tough benchmarks, Collins and his research team
identified a set of elite companies that made the leap to great results and sustained
those results for at least fifteen years. How great? After the leap, the good-to-great
companies generated cumulative stock returns that beat the general stock market by an
average of seven times in fifteen years, better than twice the results delivered by a
composite index of the world's greatest companies, including Coca-Cola, Intel, General
Electric, and Merck. The Comparisons The research team contrasted the good-to-great
companies with a carefully selected set of comparison companies that failed to make
the leap from good to great. What was different? Why did one set of companies
become truly great performers while the other set remained only good? Over five years,
the team analyzed the histories of all twenty-eight companies in the study. After sifting
through mountains of data and thousands of pages of interviews, Collins and his crew
discovered the key determinants of greatness -- why some companies make the leap
and others don't. The Findings The findings of the Good to Great study will surprise
many readers and shed light on virtually every area of management strategy and
practice. The findings include: Level 5 Leaders: The research team was shocked to
discover the type of leadership required to achieve greatness. The Hedgehog Concept
(Simplicity within the Three Circles): To go from good to great requires transcending the
curse of competence. A Culture of Discipline: When you combine a culture of discipline
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with an ethic of entrepreneurship, you get the magical alchemy of great results.
Technology Accelerators: Good-to-great companies think differently about the role of
technology. The Flywheel and the Doom Loop: Those who launch radical change
programs and wrenching restructurings will almost certainly fail to make the leap.
“Some of the key concepts discerned in the study,” comments Jim Collins, "fly in the
face of our modern business culture and will, quite frankly, upset some people.”
Perhaps, but who can afford to ignore these findings?
A roadmap for dreamers, big idea people, founders, entrepreneurs and trailblazers to
transport their ideas from concept to successful business.
In both Europe and North America, populist movements have shattered existing party
systems and thrown governments into turmoil. The embattled establishment claims that
these populist insurgencies seek to overthrow liberal democracy. The truth is no less
alarming but is more complex: Western democracies are being torn apart by a new
class war. In this controversial and groundbreaking new analysis, Michael Lind, one of
America’s leading thinkers, debunks the idea that the insurgencies are primarily the
result of bigotry, traces how the breakdown of mid-century class compromises between
business and labor led to the conflict, and reveals the real battle lines. On one side is
the managerial overclass—the university-credentialed elite that clusters in high-income
hubs and dominates government, the economy and the culture. On the other side is the
working class of the low-density heartlands—mostly, but not exclusively, native and
white. The two classes clash over immigration, trade, the environment, and social
values, and the managerial class has had the upper hand. As a result of the halfcentury decline of the institutions that once empowered the working class, power has
shifted to the institutions the overclass controls: corporations, executive and judicial
branches, universities, and the media. The class war can resolve in one of three ways:
• The triumph of the overclass, resulting in a high-tech caste system. • The
empowerment of populist, resulting in no constructive reforms • A class compromise
that provides the working class with real power Lind argues that Western democracies
must incorporate working-class majorities of all races, ethnicities, and creeds into
decision making in politics, the economy, and culture. Only this class compromise can
avert a never-ending cycle of clashes between oligarchs and populists and save
democracy.

Studies show that customer satisfaction does not equate with continued sales--it
is the "loyal" customer who resists the competitor's tempting offers. This
pragmatic guide outlines a savvy, seven-step process for turning prospects into
customers and customers into loyal advocates.
The Book that Sparked A Selling Revolution In 1985 one book changed sales
and marketing forever. Rejecting manipulative tactics and emphasizing
"process," Strategic Selling presented the idea of selling as a joint venture and
introduced the decade's most influential concept, Win-Win. The response to WinWin was immediate. And it helped turn the small company that created Strategic
Selling, Miller Heiman, into a global leader in sales development with the most
prestigious client list and sought-after workshops in the industry. Now Strategic
Selling has been updated and revised for a new century of sales success. The
New Strategic Selling This new edition of the business classic confronts the
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rapidly evolving world of business-to-business sales with new real-world
examples, new strategies for confronting competition, and a special section
featuring the most commonly asked questions from the Miller Heiman workshops.
Learn: * How to identify the four real decision makers in every corporate labyrinth
* How to prevent sabotage by an internal deal-killer * How to make a senior
executive eager to see you * How to avoid closing business that you'll later regret
* How to manage a territory to provide steady, not "boom and bust," revenue *
How to avoid the single most common error when dealing with the competition.
Struggling to Get Your Foot in the Door of Big Companies? Setting up meetings
with corporate decision makers has never been harder. It's almost impossible to
get them to pick up the phone. They never return your calls. And if you do
happen to catch them, they blow you off right away. It's time to stop making
endless cold calls or waiting for the phone to ring. In today's crazy marketplace,
new sales strategies are needed to penetrate these big accounts. Discover how
to: • Target accounts where you have the highest likelihood of success. • Find
the names of prospects who can use your offering. • Create breakthough value
propositions that capture their attention. • Develop an effective, multi-faceted
account-entry campaign. • Overcome obstacles and objections that derail your
sale efforts. • Position yourself as an invaluable resource, not a product pusher.
• Have powerful initial sales meetings that build unstoppable momentum. •
Differentiate yourself from other sellers. Use these sure-fire strategies to crack
into big accounts, shrink your sales cycle and close more business. Check out
the Account Entry Toolkit for ideas on how to apply this process to your own
unique business.
Not all salespeople plan on a career in sales. Often, sales chooses them and
suddenly they find themselves in a profession they arenÆt fully prepared for. The
Accidental Salesperson is the answer, providing the advice and inspiration they
need to master the essentials and hit the ground running. Fully updated to reflect
the changes in the marketplace, the second edition provides a much-needed
roadmap anyone can use to excel in sales. Filled with money-generating
strategies, humorous yet instructive anecdotes, thought-provoking axioms, and
powerful tools, the book includes brand new guidance on: Selling to people who
donÆt have time to meet ò Differentiating between infor mation seekers and
genuine prospects ò Using social media, Skype, GoToMeeting, WebEx, and
other online tools ò Building relation ships competitors canÆt steal Lively,
entertaining, and mercifully free of the dull theories, manipulative methods, and
high-pressure tactics of most sales booksùthe second edition of The Accidental
Salesperson guides readers through every aspect of selling to todayÆs
customers.
Your job may be all about sales, but not your customers. Did you know that the
average executive spends less than 5 percent of their time engaged in the buying
of products and services? Therefore, sales professionals who focus solely on the
moment of the sale have made a fatal miscalculation in understanding their
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customers. If you want to gain the winning edge for your sales performance, it’s
time to embrace the entire customer life cycle.Beyond the Sales Process
provides readers with a proven methodology for driving success before, during,
and after every sale. Featuring instructional case studies from companies such
as Hilton Worldwide, Merck, and Siemens, this one-of-a-kind resource reveals 12
essential strategies for the sales person wanting to take their performance to a
whole new level, including:• Research your customer• Build a vision with them
for their own success• Understand your customer’s drivers, objectives, and
challenges• Create and realize value together• Leverage your results to forge
lasting--and mutually beneficial--relationships• And more!See why Jeff Haden,
Inc. called it one of 2017’s “15 Great Business Books You Should Definitely
Read This Year.” If you want to successfully sell to your customers, you need to
know your customers . . . beyond the sales process!
Preschoolers are full of "Where?" questions, and this next book in the best-selling
Little Kids First Big Book series is full of fascinating and often surprising answers
for them. This charming reference book zeroes in on location, location, location.
More than 200 colorful photos are paired with age-appropriate text featuring
answers to questions like, "Where does the sky end?" "Where is the highest
mountain?" and, "Where was ice cream invented?" Containing several kidfriendly maps designed to expand the learning experience, this book inspires kids
to be curious, ask questions, and explore the world around them.
Every sales organization needs an engine that generates massive contract wins repeatedly. This playbook is for Sales VPs and their leadership teams who are
committed to identify, develop and close 5X deals--five times your average
contract size. Research shows an alarming gap between the skill levels of sellers
versus sales leaders when it comes to large, enterprise deal proficiency. The
unfortunate result is that sales leaders are the single point of failure for complex
contracts as they're distracted with the unending daily challenges and priorities.
This playbook will bridge the gap. It's an invaluable single source reference guide
for modern sales leaders who want to win big.Sales leaders will directly benefit
from the valuable insights of sixteen recognized thought leaders as sideline
coach experts for each play. Forty-one Sales VP's told us what they wanted in a
5X deal playbook. oEasy reference Plays so every sales leader can create a
repeatable big deal engine for their teamsoConsistency within the sales
leadership team to systematize a large deal cultureoA powerful reference source
to help them prioritize critical versus day-to-day firesoA template with common
language to increase effective communication within the sales
organizationoPractical how-tos and models that deliver time savings for busy
sales leadersoMethods to accelerate new sales leader on-boarding with the 5X
deal methodology to identify, develop and close 5X contracts The TOP Sales
Leader Playbook: How to Win 5X Deals Repeatedly delivers the roadmap to grow
revenues exponentially and drive leadership success.
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